Field application of the report by Bach et al. (2007) should be done with caution based on a key condition. In the Materials and Methods section, the statement that “Calves were not offered any roughage (although it is likely that they consumed some straw from bedding)” could explain why calves were ostensibly able to eat less pelleted starter without marginal acidosis, have similar BW gain, and have increased feed efficiency compared with calves fed the multiparticle starter. Unfortunately, the amount of straw that may have been consumed is unknown. In addition, because the parenthetical acknowledgment about potential straw intake was not addressed in other sections of the paper, few readers would recognize the potential relationship and effect of straw intake on calves when fed pelleted starters. Granted, calves on both multiparticle and pelleted starters could have consumed straw, but calves fed the pelleted starter would most likely have consumed straw because they were likely to be marginally acidic. Support for this alternative hypothesis is found in part by the following publications addressing key components of calves not having straw available for consumption while fed starters in pellet or coarse mash form (Porter et al., 2007): difficulty with calculating feed efficiency for young calves (Kertz and Chester-Jones, 2004); marginal acidosis and impact on rumen tissues from feeding a pelleted starter (Block and Shellenberger, 1980); widespread field observations that calves fed that commercially available pelleted starter (Block and Shellenberger, 1980) in the 1980s chewed available wood in housing facilities when roughage was not available; and confounding effects of greater rumen and gut fill on weight gain with increasing starter roughage levels (Stobo et al., 1966). Body weight gain can be especially deceptive in young calves in the absence of other growth measures such as height and length.

In full disclosure, I have done consulting work with the Rancho Las Nieves [the location for the Bach et al. (2007) study] and I have discussed and shared these thoughts with the senior author of the study, Alex Bach.
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